
TIPS + TRICKS
8-WEEK COURSES

TEACHING + LEARNING TEAM PRESENTS

BENEFITS
The pace of compressed courses helps to keep students engaged

and allows them to complete courses quickly. 

When  8-week courses are intentionally paired together in a

semester (Microbiology and Anatomy, for example) students can

focus on one challenging course at a time.

CONSIDER YOUR OUTCOMES
Use your course outcomes to identify and prioritize the “must

have” information and to eliminate “nice to know” information. 

Your course outcomes (what students “must” and “need” learn)

should drive what happens in your 8-week course.

BROADEN THEIR MINDS
Emphasize application and synthesis of the course information,

instead of on memorization. 

Consider creating different types of shorter, independent

assessments (quizzes, short answer, video responses) in the place

of longer, more involved assessments.

HAVE MORE QUESTIONS? CONTACT US AT TLEARNING@DACC.EDU

Visit our YouTube Channel, The Jag Wire, for more.

COMMUNICATE EARLY
Contact students before the semester begins and make sure they

have the tools necessary to access Blackboard and some guidance

on how to navigate the technology. 

Consider recording short (5-7 min.) orientation videos to address

common issues (how to submit assignments, for example, or how

to use a particular tool).

PLAN FOR SUCCESS
Provide a consistent schedule in terms of when the week starts

and when the assignments are due. 

Adapt assignments to fit the more rapid pace of the course. If an

assignment won’t work well in a compressed format course,

change it. 

Similarly, you do not have to have the same number of discussion

posts or assignments in your 8-week course as you do in your 16-

week course. What matters is that the students learn the same

content.

ADDRESS BARRIERS
Consider how you can provide readings and design assignments to

accommodate students, so they can hit the ground running. 

Keep in mind that your due dates might conflict with working

students’ schedules. 

Consider your course policies, particularly in terms of late

assignments.  Providing “hard” and “soft” deadlines or creating a

more lenient policy for late submissions may help students.

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC8ghwV4WhnI6W7YUxJv_vVA

